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Source: Econoday.com and IMVA 

With late cycle fiscal stimulus, tax reform, and policy incentives that promote capital spending, 

U.S. industrial growth has been humming along. Manufacturing, industrial production and 

commercial construction remain strong. 
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          Consumer incomes, spending, and confidence are also up. 

Source: Econoday.com and IMVA 
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The only real signs of domestic slowing appear in the housing and auto markets, which 

plateaued last year. Since the overall economy generally is strong with low unemployment, we 

believe the modest deceleration in these markets in 2018 is largely the result of rising interest 

rates. 

Source: Econoday.com and IMVA 
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By raising short-term rates, the Fed has been both “normalizing” and gently pumping the brakes to 

keep inflation under control. Short-term rates have risen relatively further than long-term rates. When 

this “flattening” occurs, banks become more reluctant to make loans because they cannot earn a wide 

enough spread.  Indeed, as the spread between three-month bills and the 30-year U.S Treasury has 

declined, loan growth has begun decelerating.  

Source: Bloomberg, LP, www.Bloomberg.com, IMVA and 

Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis 
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Nevertheless, credit generally remains loose, supporting healthy business activity. Thus far, the Fed has  

managed to keep inflation in check and slow, but not stall, the growing economy.  

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis and IMVA 
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Analysts have been carefully watching the yield curve because it has been a good leading indicator 

of  past recessions.  The yield curve typically doesn’t signal recession until after it inverts. 
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Although the measures that the Fed and Congress employed in the Great Recession were 

extraordinary, the Fed’s objectives and activity of the past three years appear to mirror more normal 

tightening cycles. Now having raised rates eight times, they appear to have achieved the desired 

policy outcomes, namely, economic growth and low unemployment with modest inflation (2% +/-). 

The broadest measure of inflation, the GDP deflator, has run a little north of that percentage recently, 

but it is expected to stabilize and then hold slightly above the 2% level for the next several years – a 

welcome break from the concerns over the potential for deflation several years ago.  

Source: Bloomberg, LP and IMVA 
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The broad-based international growth that appeared in early 2016 has now cooled. With the rest of the 

world slowing, the U.S. Dollar has strengthened.  These trends generally are deflationary for the U.S. 

economy, creating a drag on exports – perhaps helping the Fed’s mandate but potentially crimping 

earnings among multinational corporations.  This trend bears monitoring. 
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Source: Econoday.com and IMVA 
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Equity markets are often challenged during periods of rising inflation and rising interest rates 

because market earnings multiples contract. However, rising interest rates won’t have a dramatic 

negative effect on the stock market until they begin to negatively effect corporate profits.  Looking 

ahead, analysts remain optimistic on earnings with expectations that the market can follow suit.  

Source: Econoday.com, FactSet, and IMVA 
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Technical indicators of the market’s health are decidedly neutral.  Stocks appear neither 

overbought, nor oversold.  
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Investor sentiment is neutral, as well, with individual investors neither overly 

optimistic or overly pessimistic.  
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Commentary 

• Higher Government spending, lower tax rates, increased private sector capital spending, and record 

employment are all driving U.S. economic growth. Manufacturing, industrial production and commercial 

construction remain strong. Among consumers, incomes, spending and optimism are up. 

 

• Solid economic growth, low unemployment, and whiffs of inflation have given the Fed cover to raise rates 

as it would in a normal cycle. Given that what we experienced in the Great Recession was anything but 

normal and that fed funds were at 0.0% not long ago, these data and responses are welcomed.  

 

• The yield curve has flattened but remains positively sloping.  Bond yields in the U.S. likely have put in a 

secular bottom. 

 

• The stronger U.S. dollar and recent weakness in international economies may be helping the Fed keep 

inflation in check, creating a drag on exports.  

 

• Equity markets are often challenged during periods of rising inflation and rising interest rates because 

market earnings multiples contract.  

 

• Recent earnings have been exceptional; those for the quarter just ended should be strong as well. Both the 

Fed and consensus currently expect strong economic growth and earnings for several more years. We will 

be watching earnings closely.  

 

• Indicators of the market’s health and investor sentiment appear decidedly neutral.    
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